Recurrent neural network language models (RNNLMs) can be augmented with auxiliary features, which can provide an extra modality on top of the words. It has been found that RNNLMs perform best when trained on a large corpus of generic text and then fine-tuned on text corresponding to the sub-domain for which it is to be applied. However, in many cases the auxiliary features are available for the sub-domain text but not for the generic text. In such cases, semi-supervised techniques can be used to infer such features for the generic text data such that the RNNLM can be trained and then fine-tuned on the available in-domain data with corresponding auxiliary features.
Introduction
Language models (LMs) play a key role in automatic speech recognition (ASR) as they ensure that the output respects the pattern of the language in question. n-gram LMs dominated ASR for decades until RNNLMs [1] were introduced and found to give significant gains in performance. n-gram LM and RNNLM contributions are complementary and state-of-the-art ASR systems involve interpolation between the two types of models [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] .
In automatic speech recognition, word context is generally heavily influenced by the domain, which can include topic, genre and speaking style. RNNLMs trained on a text corpus provide an implicit modelling of such contextual factors. It has been found that feature-based adaptation of RNNLMs by augmenting the input with domain-specific auxiliary features provide significant improvements in both perplexity (PPL) and word error rate (WER) [8, 2, 9, 10, 4, 6, 11] . Such features, however, can also include acoustic embeddings [12, 13] derived from audio, which might be available for only a subset of the text data, such as the matched in-domain data used for finetuning. In such cases, semi-supervised adaptation approaches can be used. The problem of features that only exist at finetuning but not at training time also exists in other areas where recurrent neural networks (RNN) are used, such as for Neural Machine Translation (NMT) [14] . The techniques proposed in this paper can be generalised to such cases.
In this work, the features used for domain adaptation of RNNLMs are latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [15] features extracted from the text. Whilst such features can be derived for the whole text, a setup is devised where the features are assumed to be available for the in-domain text but not for the generic text. Various methods are investigated for semi-supervised adaptation, aimed at compensating for the missing features and are evaluated against a setup having the complete set of features. The main contribution of this paper is showing that LDA features can be predicted for the generic text corpus, comprising about 80% of the whole data using the remaining 20%, giving a correlation of about 71% with ground truth LDA features.
Background and Related Work

Recurrent Neural Network LMs
Recurrent Neural Network Language Models [1] include a recurrent layer which can represent the full history hi =< wi−1, . . . , w1 > for word wi using a concatenation of word wi−1 and the remaining context vector vi−2 from the previous time step. Each word wi is represented using a 1-of-K encoding. An out-of-vocabulary (OOV) node [8, 9, 4] can be included at the input to represent any input word that is not in the chosen vocabulary, and an out-of-shortlist (OOS) node [8, 9, 4] can be included at the output to represent any word not in a shortlist vocabulary. The main purpose of the latter is to reduce the computational cost at the output layer by limiting the vocabulary to the most frequent words.
The LM probability for the next word P (wi+1|wi, vi−1) is computed as follows. A full history vector is obtained by concatenating wi and the hidden (recurrent) layer activation from the previous time step, vi−1. The hidden layer takes the two inputs and produces a new representation of the history, vi using a non-linear sigmoid activation. This activation is then input to the softmax activation function at the output layer to produce normalised RNNLM probabilities. Moreover, the activation from the hidden layer is also returned to the input layer, as it encodes the word history, and is used to compute the probability for the following word. A further auxiliary feature vector f can be provided as input to the network and this is illustrated in Figure 1 . RNNLM training is performed using the back propagation through time (BPTT) algorithm [16] , where the error is back-propagated through the recurrent connection for a specific number of time steps. The most expensive computation in RNNLM is the output softmax layer, which involves normalising the probabilities over the whole output vocabulary. In this paper, the approach proposed by Chen et al. [3, 17] is used, with GPU-based mini-batch training using spliced sentence bunch, allowing full softmax computation of the output using CE training. 
Feature-based RNNLM Adaptation
In order to better understand at what level features can be added to the RNNLM, it is worth taking a look at the equations of the RNNLM to generate the current hidden state vi from the previous hidden state vector and the current word, which is then used to predict the next word:
Where RU is the recurrent unit, σ is the sigmoid function and {W, b} are the weights and biases of the neural network respectively.
There are four main approaches of adding features to a RNNLM [2, 18, 4, 19, 6] . Taking f to be the feature vectors, these approaches are:
Addition
In this particular method, the word vector wi at each time step is added to the feature vector f and the result, wi + f , is used as input to the recurrent unit, as follows:
This method, however, relies on the assumption that the feature vector and the word vector have the same dimensionalities, which can be also be enforced by projecting both vectors to a lower shared-dimensional subspace.
Stacking
Here, the word vector and the feature vector are concatenated such that the hidden state equation becomes:
This approach was used in [18] . One disadvatange with this particular method is that the words and the features might correspond to different distributions. For example, the words are usually represented as one-hot vectors and the features can be continuous. Using the same weight matrix for both might lead to unexpected behaviour if the two distributions are very different.
Extra Perceptron
This involves using an extra perceptron which takes as input the current hidden state vector vi together with a new weight matrix W (hh ) and the feature vector f with its corresponding weight matrix W (hf ) , which outputs a custom hidden state vector v i , that is then used to predict the next word.
The advantage of this technique is that different learning rates can be set for the updates corresponding to equations 6, 7 and 8. However, the extra perceptron method requires more parameters to learn and can be prone to underfitting if the amount of data is small.
Feature Sub-network
In this particular method, used in [2, 4, 6, 20] , a feature subnetwork is added either at the hidden layer [2, 4, 6] or the output layer [20] . In line with previous work [6] , we hereby consider using a separate weight matrix W (hf ) at the hidden layer. The hidden state vector equation then becomes:
This way of adding an extra feature seems to have the least side-effects and is the preferred method when applied to RNNLMs [2, 4, 6] . The reason is because it can cope with the word and feature vectors having different distributions and can also allow for control of over-fitting by setting different regularisation weights on W (hh) , W (ih) and W (hf ) .
In this work, the feature sub-network approach is used because it provides the most flexibility in terms of semi-supervised adaptation, as outlined in the next section. The addition method is definitely not a good choice because it assumes that both the words and features are available for all the data and that they are of the same dimensionality. The stacking approach is less flexible whilst the extra perceptron approach requires a lot more parameters than the feature sub-network method.
Semi-supervised Adaptation Methods
In this section, four novel approaches are proposed for dealing with RNNLM fine-tuning with auxiliary features, where such features are not available for the generic text used for training.
Zero Features to Mask the Feature Sub-network
Zero features allows the training of a RNNLM with the same structure as the final RNNLM where features are available whilst masking the feature sub-network and therefore give an equivalent network to one without features. The advantage of this approach is it does not require structural changes to the network at the time of fine-tuning, but it does require the whole network to reconfigure and recover the feature weight matrix W (hf ) during fine-tuning. It is expected that this reconfiguration would work well for a relatively small network but a large network would require a large amount of text data and epochs to converge.
Adding Feature Sub-network at Fine-tuning
This approach is similar in spirit to the zero features approach but can be convenient when an RNNLM has been trained already with possibly large amounts of data (and therefore requiring days to weeks to train) and then the network needs to be fine-tuned with in-domain text where features such as LDA are available. At the time of fine-tuning, the feature sub-network is introduced with the weights W (hf ) initialised with random values. During fine-tuning, the features are introduced and the weights of the feature sub-network are allowed to update and thus reach a new convergence point with the rest of the network parameters. The fact that structural changes need to be made to the network means that such an approach might not work very well in more complex networks where RNNs are used, such as Neural Machine Translation [14] . However, it is a good option for already trained models that would take too long to retrain.
Deriving the Features using Back-propagation
A back-propagation technique to infer document-level embeddings using an RNNLM was investigated in [20] . This involved training a RNNLM together with randomly initialised document-level features and then back-propagating till the features to recover them as document embeddings, whilst keeping the rest of the network fixed. A similar approach is used in this work, where the RNNLM is first trained with the show-level LDA features on the in-domain data as in [6] . The network is then kept fixed and back-propagation is carried out on the generic text in order to recover the features f for each sentence. The features updated at each time step and the feature vector obtained at the end of the sentence is taken to be the sentence-level feature. The sentence-level features are then averaged at the show-level, to give the target show-level LDA features, which are then used to train a feature-based RNNLM on the generic text. This method relies on the correlation between the text data and the features being captured on the in-domain text data prior to generalisation on the out-of-domain generic text.
Deriving the Features using a Parametric Model
In previous work [6] , RNNLM adaptation was applied to Multi-Genre broadcast data [21] , where genre labels are available for in-domain BBC show data but not for historical subtitles that were provided for language model training. In order to address this issue when training the RNNLM using both the large outof-domain and the smaller in-domain data, the genre labels for the historical subtitles were derived using a parametric model. This involved extracting LDA features from both the in-domain and out-of-domain data and using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier to predict the genre labels from the LDA features, on the out-of-domain text, after training the SVM on the in-domain data.
A similar parametric approach can be used to predict any other type of features. In this work, a parametric regression model is proposed, which can learn a mapping between the hidden state vector of a separate RNNLM trained without features, and the feature vectors. The hidden state vectors are first generated at sentence level by feeding each sentence through the RNNLM and extracting the hidden states at the end of the sentence. These hidden state vectors are averaged across all sentences in a given show, in order to give show-level hidden state vectors. A parametric regression model is then fitted between the averaged hidden state vectors and the show-level LDA features according to Eqn 10.
f sh = g(mean s∈sh (vs)) (10) Where f sh are features at the show level, g is the parametric function, mean s∈sh (vs) is the mean of sentence-level (s) hidden state vectors, vs, averaged for each show (sh).
Two parametric models are used in this work: linear regression and multi-layer perceptron (MLP) regression with 1024 nodes, which are then used to predict LDA features for the outof-domain text.
Experiments and Results
Multi-Genre Broadcast Challenge Data
The experiments in this paper make use of the data provided by the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) for the Multi-Genre Broadcast (MGB) challenge 2015 [21] . Task 1 of the challenge involved participants having to perform the automatic transcription of a set of BBC shows. These shows were chosen to cover the multiple genres in broadcast TV, categorised in terms of 8 genres: advice, children's, comedy, competition, documentary, drama, events and news. Acoustic Model (AM) training data was fixed and limited to more than 2,000 shows, broadcast by the BBC during 6 weeks in April and May of 2008. The development data for the task consisted of 47 shows that were broadcast by the BBC during a week in mid-May 2008. The numbers of shows and the associated broadcast time for training and development data are shown in Table 1 . Additional data was available for Language Model (LM) training in the form of subtitles from about 340k shows broadcast from 1979 to March 2008, with a total of 650 million words, and referred to as LM 1, corresponds to the generic out-of-domain text. The subtitles from the 2,000+ shows for acoustic modelling with a total of 10.6M words, referred here as LM 2, corresponds to our matched in-domain text.
The development data was used as the evaluation set in order to provide fair comparison with previous work [4, 22, 6] . For language model experiments, the LM 2 data was partitioned into a training and development set by selecting 90% of text for each programme for training and the remaining 10% for development, after shuffling the lines for each programme.
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is aimed at both evaluating the quality of the predicted LDA features against ground truth, and then testing the semi-supervised approaches presented in this paper in an ASR setup. The setup for ASR experiments is the same as in [23, 6] with a baseline 4-gram language model built on LM 1+LM 2 text by first selecting a vocabulary of 200k words was chosen from all the words in the LM 2 text (87k) and augmented with the most frequently occuring words in LM 1. The RNNLMs were trained with a 60k vocabulary for the input word list and a 50k vocabulary for the output word list, both obtained by shortlisting the 200k vocabulary based on most frequent words. ASR decoding was performed in three stages; in a first stage, lattices were generated using a 2-gram LMs, followed by lattice rescoring with a 4-gram LM to generate new lattices. n-best list rescoring was performed by first converting the lattices to n-best lists, with n being 100 as in [6] .
The RNNLMs with 512 hidden nodes, are first trained on out-of-domain selected LM 1 text and then fine-tuned on the indomain LM 2 text data. The out-of-domain data is generated by selecting 5M lines from the LM 1 text, after randomly shuffling the shows, giving a total of about 45M words, corresponding to 11843 shows. This was done because training a RNNLM on the whole LM 1 text takes more than a week and a representative subset of the data makes the experiments more manageable in a limited time-frame. The domain-specific features are derived by training a show-based latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic model on the in-domain text data, as reported in previous work [6] , and computing posteriors on both the in-domain and outof-domain text data.
Experiments
Predicted LDA Features
The generated LDA features are compared against the ground truth by computing Pearson's correlation coefficient between the two. The Average Correlation Coefficient (ACC) is computed by averaging the coefficients across the 47 shows in the development set. The predicted LDA features are also used to predict the show they correspond to by computing the nearest neighbour (NN) to the ground truth LDA vectors for each show. It is to be noted that the shows are non-overlapping between the training and test sets, which makes this similar to the zero-shot learning problem [24] , where LDA features are used to predict the shows to which they correspond to whilst such shows have not been seen before. The ACC results and the NN classification rate are given in Table 2 . The results show that the MLP regression method outperforms both linear regression and the back-propagation method, giving the highest correlation to ground truth and also the highest show classification rate. This shows that the RNNLM hidden state vectors averaged at show level and the show-level LDA feature vectors are highly correlated, despite the fact that they are derived differently. The back-propagation method performs less well, possibly due to the vanishing gradient effect that is known to happen with RNNs [25] . Table 3 shows the perplexity on our 10% selected development text from LM 2 both when training the generic RNNLMs and when fine-tuning on the in-domain data. The PPL are reported at the 1st and 10th epochs both for training and fine-tuning but a similar pattern is observed for further epochs of fine-tuning. In order to demonstrate the effect of the LDA features, random features of the same dimensionality as the 100-dim LDA features, that sum to 1, are generated for each show and used as features for the RNNLM at training. LDA features are then used at fine-tuning for all the methods. The results show that LDA features lead to a big drop in perplexity, compared to random features of the same dimension. MLP regression method to predict LDA features lead to a final PPL that almost matches using original LDA features. The other semi-supervised approaches also lead to encouraging results with techniques that try to predict LDA features outperforming those that do not utilise or mask the features.
ASR Experiments
The baseline ASR results, using a 4-gram LM, and results obtained using interpolation RNNLMs (with optimal interpolation weight of 0.4 for the RNNLM) are given in terms of global PPL and WER in Table 4 . The LDA features are extracted from the text output of first-pass decoding using the 4-gram LM. Table 4 : ASR Results on MGB data.
These results confirm the PPL results in Table 3 and show that using an MLP regressor to predict LDA features at a showlevel, leads to a background RNNLM trained with the predicted features, to match the performance of using ground-truth features, when fine-tuned on matched in-domain data. Other approaches such as using zero features, adding a feature subnetwork at fine-tuning and using the back-propagation method, also lead to better results than not using features at all, but are outperformed by the MLP regression approach.
Conclusion
This paper deals with the semi-supervised adaptation of RNNLMs with domain-specific LDA features, when such features are available for matched in-domain text used for finetuning, but not for text data used for training the background language model. Four approaches are proposed to deal with the missing features, which include: using zero features to mask the feature sub-network; adding the feature sub-network at fine-tuning only; deriving the missing features using a backpropagation approach and deriving the missing features using a parametric model. It was shown that using multi-layer perceptron regression between RNNLM hidden state vectors averaged at a show level and show-level LDA features, to predict LDA features on out-of-domain text, gives the best results.
Future work will involve investigating better approaches to derive show-based RNNLM hidden states than averaging, such as the application of attention [14] as in the case of neural machine translation (NMT). The extension of the proposed approaches to the NMT domain will also be investigated, where additional modalities (such as audio and images) are only available for the in-domain text used for model fine-tuning.
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